TSCTA is aware that recently there has been an increase in workers obtaining scaffold or OSHA cards that are not valid. Instead of turning these clients away, we would like to help them. Here at TSCTA, we believe in the importance of proper safety training. Our goal is to spread and encourage the knowledge that employees need to use while working onsite, to not only protect them but their loved ones as well who may also be impacted should an accident ever occur.

TSCTA is offering our RETURN SAVINGS PROGRAM. Turn in your fake scaffold or OSHA card to any of TSCTA's offices and receive 20% off your training registration to take the actual course.*

ALL INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. ALL FAKE CARDS RETURNED WILL BE SECURELY CONFISCATED BY TSCTA. NO QUESTIONS ASKED. NO HASSLES INVOLVED. PERIOD.

For more information, class dates and pricing, contact TSCTA today! Remember, all calls are kept confidential.

*No expiration date. Fake scaffold or OSHA card MUST be submitted at time of registration. TSCTA will first verify if card is invalid prior to issuing discount.